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Flatbed Printer for DRK Hospital in Saarlouis
Seamless management for outpatient care with the Tally T5040
The client
The 210-bed Saarlouis hospital operated by
the German Red Cross (DRK) offers standard
medical care in the specialty fields of internal
medicine, surgery, gynaecology, obstetrics, anaesthesia, intensive care, as well as for urology
and neurosurgery. The complex medical care is
given through the Cooperative Breast centre,
the Saarlouis Stroke Centre and the Interdisciplinary Vascular Centre. A large practice for radiology and nuclear medicine is also connected
with the hospital.

Perfect document printing
on a diverse range of materials

anteed to be the right printer when speed and
reliability is of the essence with numerous different forms need to be handled such as in a busy
outpatients processing centre.

The Tally T5040 flatbed printer has made a name
for itself as a dependable document printer. This
dot-matrix printer document printer can handle a The T5040 supports processes
wide range of materials: multi-part forms, pass- in health care
es, passbooks, checks and receipts and even A5
and A4 size office paper. With speeds of up to The DASCOM document printer offers such ideal Automatic print functions
600 characters per second, it is very fast and yet support in health care management that the Saar- facilitate paper handling
is still able to guarantee the most reliable paper louis hospital currently has five printers in use
processing. Additional functions like automatic in its outpatient department. The T5040 prints The many automatic functions offered by the
document alignment and automatic print head all the different types of forms needed in health T5040 greatly facilitate work processes in the
spacing make the T5040 a great asset for all care at high speed and in up to four copies of hospital’s outpatient department. It automatically
managerial / administrative processes. It is guar- form sets. Emergency certificates, transfer forms, aligns and adjusts to various paper sizes and
special documents for work injuries, prescriptions, thickness to correctly print each forms. There
sick certificates etc. are part of the daily printing is no “complicated fiddling when insertrepertoire for the Agfa-Orbis hospital information ing paper”, emphasises Hans-Peter Blug, an ITsystem. Some 10,000 outpatient cases are proc- employee for the DRK hospital. The print head
essed at the clinic with the help of the T5040 high spacing also automatically adjusts to thicker,
bound materials. This allows the outpatient
performance flatbed printer each year.
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Highlights at a glance:
• Speed:
up to 600 char/s.
• Printing volume:	up to 5,000 trans
actions/month
•	Resolution:
Max. 360x360 dpi
• Interfaces:
1x parallel, 1x serial,
			
1x USB
• Emulations:
IBM, Epson, Olivetti
• Printing width:
80 characters at 10 cpi
•	Copy numbers:	1 original
and up to 4 copies
•	Automatic Paper Alignement
•	Automatic Gap Adjustment

d epartment at the DRK Saarlouis hospital to
reduce processing times to a minimum. And
there are hardly any operation errors.

Hospital personnel
are excited about
the user-friendly printer
The hospital management began replacing their
old printers with the T5040 whenever there
was a malfunction at the start of 2010. One
reason behind this decision was the ability to
save space with the small, compact DASCOM

printer. The automatic form orientation was also its stability. “So far, over the last to years,
a major reason behind this decision. “Our per- that is, the printers in the outpatient departsonnel is very satisfied with how user- ment have been working without a any type
friendly the printer is”, says Hans-Peter Blug of failure or breakdown.” And DASCOM’s
while adding: “No matter how crooked the excellent service partner, the Andreas Laubner
form is when you put it in, the print orien GmbH company, has been able to resolve any
smaller problems quickly and capably over the
tation is perfect!”
phone.
And that saves a lot of time and money, accord
ing to Mr Blug. The standard T5040 comes The DRK Saarlouis hospital and the neighbouring
with a USB and a parallel interface for flexible offices plan to add additional rooms, which
connections and to accommodate multiple users. will also be equipped with DASCOM T5040 flatA model with a second serial interface is also bed printers. Because they can be depended
upon. And in keeping with the motto to “never
available.
change a winning team”, it’s no wonder why
High satisfaction thanks
that will continue to be the case in Saarlous.

to the printer’s stability
and dependability

The DASCOM flatbed printer is stable and
dependable. Hans-Peter Blug is very happy
with the cost and time savings offered by
the new DASCOM printer and praises it for

 onfigurations:
C
> T5040
> T5040 MSR-H

Standard
with horizontal
magnetic stripe reader

  The products of DASCOM Europe GmbH:
Dot-matrix printers
Innovative all-rounders.
The right decision if you need to print quickly,
cost-effectively and in large volumes with carbon
copies.
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Thermal printers
Robust and compact.
Suitable in several areas such as production,
medical supplies or trade for a wide variety of
uses.
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Mobile printers
The work place professionals.
Compact in size, well thought out details,
cost-effective basic model with numerous
upgrade features.
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